
You said… We did…
Thank you for sharing your views on the Chemistry Library’s space and services. Here are some improvements 

we have made, and are planning to make, in response to your comments on the feedback boards.

You said… Private spaces and space dividers.

We did… Reconfiguring the library space is a long-
term project we are researching and hope to make 
some initial changes over the Summer vac. We are 
also looking into purchasing some desktop dividers 
over the Summer vac. 

You said… A place to leave, anonymous, 
comments about the department at large.

We did… This will be raised with members of the 
Library and Scholarly Communications Committee, 
but is not within the control of the library.

You said… Many plug sockets don’t have power.

We did… A check of all plug sockets, signage to 
alert users where desks had no power, and a report 
logged with maintenance.  This is being 
investigated but is a larger, more complicated, issue 
that first thought.  Maintenance work is on-going.

You said… It’s cold! Better temperature regulation.

We did… We provided further information on 
heating which noted it is University Estates Division 
policy that buildings will only be heated between 
October and March, meaning that the heating is 
switched off on 31st March. We have been 
monitoring the temperature and the library has 
always been above 18 degrees, though we 
appreciate it can feel cooler when you are sat 
studying.  We provide plug-in radiators and 
blankets, and advise wearing layers. 

You said… More “docking solutions” / monitors.

We did… Two more monitors with HDMI cables 
installed, taking the total number of docking 
solutions available in the library to six. 

You said… More beanbags please.

We did… Two more beanbags purchased, the 
library now has four.

You said… More comfy chairs.

We did… We are looking into options, and costs, 
and hope to make improvements over the Summer.


